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Set in ‘Redneckville’ somewhere in the American Midwest, Buried Child tells the 
incestuous story of a dysfunctional family with dark secrets eroding its foundations and 
ultimately it’s integrity. Considered one of Sam Shepard’s finest work’s, this version 
doesn’t quite have the energy and strength to impart the subtle clues that construct the 
murderous plot. 
 
Whilst Direction from David Mealor is clear and carefully nuanced, individual 
performances range from average to impressive within this experienced cast. 
 
Ron Haddrick as the patriarch Dodge gives a solid performance but wavers between a 
Mid Western, English and Australian accent during dialogue thus frustrating the viewer 
who has to then decipher the character. 
 
Jacqy Phillips gives a good performance as Halie but she too has trouble deciding on a 
single accent although her energy and commitment to the character is enough to pull her 
though. She adds some welcome colour to the production with both her pathos and a 
yellow 60’s summer frock during her interaction with Patrick Frost (Father Dewis), 
which brings some light and shade into what is otherwise a brooding environment. Frost 
plays possibly the only character in the play that has a degree of regularity and does so 
with ease amongst the cacophony of misfits. 
 
As Vince and Shelly, Tim Overton and Hannah Norris deliver strong performances as the 
long lost grandchild and his lover, both adding to the ensuing chaos that is unfolding 
before them. From the onset it is clear that these lovebirds are on different paths with one 
returning to their usual life and the other staying to take on the mantle of his moribund 
grandfather, power tools and all. 
 
Nicholas Garsden as Tilden and Patrick Graham as Bradley are the standout performers 
in this difficult, dark piece. Both men portray creepy souls with hidden secrets but also 
contribute some of the funnier moments in the play through their characters sheer 
ignorance and social deficiencies. Graham connects with Bradley’s intimidating menace 
and reinforces the mysterious elements of the play whilst Garsden channels the guilt 
laden Tilden with such precise commitment that he evokes enough pity to warrant a big 
manhug! 
 
The set is adequately drab and reflects the gloomy environment superbly, coupled with 
appropriate lighting and the superb composition of Quentin Grant. 
 
Overall the production was a little slow getting off the blocks but picks up the pace in the 
Second Act to a tense climax that turns the play into the ‘Beverley Hillbillies on Crystal 
Meth’….with many unanswered questions! 
	  


